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SIMT-X: Extending Single-Instruction Multi-Threading to Out-of-Order
Cores
ANITA TINO, INRIA
CAROLINE COLLANGE, INRIA
ANDRÉ SEZNEC, INRIA

This work introduces SIMT-X, a general-purpose CPU microarchitecture which enables GPU-style SIMT execution across
multiple threads of the same program for high throughput, while retaining the latency benefits of out-of-order execution, and
the programming convenience of homogeneous multi-thread processors. SIMT-X leverages the existing SIMD backend to
provide CPU/GPU-like processing on a single core with minimal overhead. We demonstrate that although SIMT-X invokes
a restricted form of OoO, the microarchitecture successfully captures majority of the benefits of aggressive OoO execution
using at most two concurrent register mappings per architectural register, while addressing issues of partial dependencies
and supporting a general-purpose ISA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneous multi-core processors are a computing architecture design standard. Out-of-Order
(OoO) processors are the computing model of choice for achieving latency-sensitive performance
of common applications, whereas Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are used to improve upon parallel computation with the Single Instruction Multi-Thread (SIMT) model. Heterogeneous systems
consisting of both types of cores are designed to compromise between throughput- and latencyoriented performance. This collaborative computing however remains a challenge as CPUs and
GPUs have vastly different architectures and computing models [Nickolls and Dally 2010; Mittal and Vetter 2015]. Consequently, writing software for heterogeneous platforms has a cost, both
in programmability and efficiency. For instance, the energy efficiency benefits of heterogeneous
systems are negated due to the communication and synchronization overhead incurred by hybrid
algorithms [Haidar et al. 2017]. Likewise, the serial performance provided by GPUs demonstrates
an impact on overall system performance [Wong and Aamodt 2009].
As a way to mitigate heterogeneous issues, OoO CPUs integrate increasingly powerful Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) instruction sets, such as Intel AVX-512 and ARM SVE, for
vector-like processing of parallel applications. However, taking advantage of these SIMD extensions demands compiler-based or manual vectorization, demanding extra effort from programmers.
In this paper, we push the envelope for the latency/bandwidth trade-off by introducing microarchitectural support for transparent SIMT-style vectorization across different CPU threads within
a multi-threaded OoO pipeline which supports a general purpose ISA. It enables dynamic vecThis work is supported by Mitacs.
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torization of existing multi-thread binaries compiled for general-purpose processors, without any
compiler intervention. Our SIMT Express (SIMT-X) microarchitecture closely couples latency- and
throughput-oriented compute on a single core using a restricted form of OoO which sufficiently
captures majority of the benefits of aggressive, speculative execution. We are not aware of any prior
work combining SIMT and OoO execution. We believe this is due to two challenges that have prevented so far register renaming and speculative execution in SIMT architectures.
— The partial dependency problem: SIMT execution works by emitting vector instructions predicated with an implicit mask, so that threads that do not follow the current control-flow path cause
no architecturally-visible effect. Masking introduces extra dependencies between instructions that
existing register renaming mechanisms are unable to eliminate.
— The multi-path tracking problem: SIMT microarchitectures aggregate threads that take the same
control-flow paths through the program, dynamically forming groups as threads diverge and converge. The thread grouping mechanisms of existing or proposed GPUs do not support speculative
instruction fetch and execution.
SIMT-X addresses both the partial dependency and multi-path tracking problem dynamically. To
address the multi-path tracking problem, SIMT-X implements a front-end that predicts divergence
and detects convergence between threads of a warp, managing many speculative and committed
paths in the pipeline. For the partial dependency problem, a Path-Identifying Register Alias Table
(PIRAT) supports multiple concurrent physical register mappings per architectural register. The
PIRAT is a generalized approach to register renaming for masked vector execution, derived from
a scheme originally proposed by Wang et al [Wang et al. 2001] for predicated scalar execution.
To limit complexity, our PIRAT implementation supports up to two concurrent register mappings
to eliminate the vast majority of artificial dependencies that are induced by OoO SIMT register
merging. Control dependencies that cannot be eliminated are transformed into data dependencies
using micro-operations which are dynamically injected into the pipeline.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides motivation for an architecture
which compromises between sequential and parallel performance. Section 3 provides insight on the
partial dependency problem and challenges considering generalized SIMT execution, while outlining the SIMT-X micro-architecture. Section 4 evaluates performance and design trade-offs, where
Section 5 reviews related work and a conclusion is provided in Section 6.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Revisiting closely-coupled parallel accelerators

Heterogeneous multiprocessor systems are seen as a way to unite single- and multi-thread efficiency.
CPUs and GPUs have vastly different architectures and programming models that present several
challenges in hybrid computing [Mittal and Vetter 2015], including programming model and software stack inefficiencies. Hybrid CPU-GPU algorithms, for instance, incur memory transfer and
synchronization overhead. For smaller batch sizes, GPU-only implementations have been shown
to offer better overall energy efficiency on mixed parallel/serial algorithms [Haidar et al. 2017].
Likewise, the latency of GPU tasks and data communication has been shown as an important factor
affecting hybrid performance [Wong and Aamodt 2009].
Architectures that incorporate closely-coupled SIMD or vector extensions within a superscalar
core hold the potential to address the shortcomings of these coarse-grain heterogeneous architectures. The concept of closely-coupled parallel accelerators is not new: out-of-order vector processors were originally proposed in the late 1990s [Espasa et al. 1997], and thereafter applied in the
Tarantula design [Espasa et al. 2002]. However, SIMD and vector architectures have long been split
between special-purpose in-order architectures supporting powerful SIMD/vector instruction sets
with masked execution such as GPUs, and general-purpose out-of-order cores possessing shortvector SIMD instruction sets without masking support such as Intel AVX2. More recent incarnations of closely-coupled vector/SIMD engines, including Intel AVX-512, ARM SVE, and RISC-V
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vector extensions, have finally implemented masked execution within general-purpose cores. By
providing tight integration with a superscalar core, vector units benefit from a full range of microarchitecture mechanisms including dynamic scheduling, register renaming, branch prediction, and
memory disambiguation. Through multiple computations, the coarse granularity of vector instructions amortizes the overhead of OoO logic.
2.2. Thread-centric parallel environments

The parallel computing landscape has undergone radical changes with the advent of multi-core
CPU and GPUs. The vector-centric programming models of the 1990s gave way to current threadcentric programming models. Popular programming platforms include OpenMP and OpenACC for
directive-based language, and CUDA and OpenCL for explicitly-parallel languages. These programming models are classified as Single-Program Multiple-Data (SPMD) applications.
SPMD applications express parallelism with multiple threads running the same program on different data. The parallelism exhibited in these SPMD-based programs is appropriate for multi-core,
hardware multi-threading, and/or vector execution. For the latter, fine-grained threads, or work
items, are statically grouped into warps. The runtime systems which execute SPMD applications
run each thread of a warp on a single lane of a SIMD unit. Differentiated control-flow is implemented by means of masked execution. Depending on the implementation, masks may be managed
by the compiler [Karrenberg and Hack 2011; Pharr and Mark 2012; Lee et al. 2014] or by the microarchitecture [Lindholm et al. 2008; Fung et al. 2009]. In both cases, instructions are explicitly or
implicitly predicated using activity mask registers.
2.3. Masked vectors thwart renaming

Although masked vectors and SIMD execution are well-suited for in-order cores, OoO architectures present a challenge. OoO processors use register renaming to remove false dependencies and
provide flexible instruction scheduling. This renaming process assigns a new physical register to
each instruction’s destination register, while renaming its sources according to prior physical-toarchitectural register mappings.
When considering control-flow execution for an OoO model, masked SIMD instructions only
affect a subset of the destination registers while the masked lanes are left untouched. In this case,
multiple definitions of the same architectural register exist; the idle lanes must preserve the former
content of the destination architectural register, whereas the active lanes now have new content that
will be stored to newly allocated physical register.
This challenge of OoO masked SIMD execution has similarities with the multiple definition problem in the context of OoO execution of predicated scalar instructions [Wang et al. 2001; Prémillieu
and Seznec 2014]. To compound the scalar multiple definition problem, masked SIMD execution
requires merging the results of active lanes with the former register value, rather than merely selecting the source. Indeed, to preserve a single register definition among the lanes, the instruction takes
the older physical destination register as input, and merges the contents with new values using the
mask vector produced by the instruction. This makes the instruction data-dependent on both older
branches through the path mask, and on prior writes to the architectural destination register.
Introducing such extra artificial data dependencies into the rename stage may affect performance.
For instance, the Intel software Optimization Reference Manual for the Skylake microarchitecture
warns that “Using masking may result in lower performance than the corresponding non-masked
code. This may be caused by [. . . ] dependency on the destination when using merge masking.” [Intel
Corporation 2017]
Consequently performing standard register renaming on masked instructions introduces artificial
chains of Write-After-Write (WAW) dependencies, serializing register accesses and defeating the
purpose of register renaming. Invoking such a systematically predicated approach introduces a partial dependency problem for OoO SIMT, and is therefore impractical considering multiple warp
divergences and active threads that may coexist simultaneously.
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h0

mov p8 ← #17
merge(p9 ←p1, p8, h0)
jnz p0, else

buop(h2,h1)←[!cond,cond] & h0

h0

h2

h1

mov r1 ← #17
jnz r0, else

else:
mov r2 ← r1

h2

add r1← r1+1

h3

(a) SPMD Application Example

mov p5 ←p10
merge(p11 ←p5, p2, h2)

h0

mov p1 ← #17
jnz p0, else

buop(h2,h1)←[!cond,cond] & h0

h2 mov p5 ←p1

add p4←p1+1

h1

h1
h3

mul r3←r1 * 2

add p4←p9+1
merge(p10 ←p4, p9, h1)

cuop(h3)←h2 | h1

mul p7←p10 * 2
merge(p12 ←p3, p7, h3)

(b) Naive Register Merging for
SIMT Execution in Divergence

h3

cuop(h3)←h2 | h1
merge(p6 ←p1, p4, h1)
mul p7←p6 * 2

(c) SIMT-X register merging

Fig. 1. SPMD control-flow and register merging

3. THE SIMT-X MICROARCHITECTURE

A SIMT microarchitecture exposes a set of hardware threads, which is statically partitioned into
warps, such that the warp size matches the vector width of the SIMD back-end. Each thread of a
warp executes on its given lane, and multiple warps are kept in flight for latency hiding purposes.
From the point of view of the pipeline back-end, each SIMT warp is essentially equivalent to an
SMT thread running SIMD instructions. Threads of a warp however may traverse different paths of
execution. The concept of an OoO SIMT architecture, such as SIMT-X, therefore brings forth two
major challenges: 1) attending to partial register dependencies with minimal serialization, and 2)
managing multiple diverging and converging control flow paths considering warp-like, speculative
execution.
The SIMT-X microarchitecture presents solutions to both register renaming and path tracking
for OoO SIMT applicability. To address the partial dependency problem, SIMT-X allocates fullvector registers to instructions similar to SIMD, but defers register merging only until necessary.
The key idea behind SIMT-X’s merging is to convert associated control-flow to dataflow using
micro-instructions generated dynamically by the microarchitecture. To manage thread divergence
and re-convergence within a warp, SIMT-X introduces the concept of active path tracking using two
simple hardware structures that 1) avoid mask dependencies, 2) eliminate mask meta-data within
instructions, and 3) easily invalidate inactive execution paths during divergence and/or mispeculation.
3.1. From SPMD Control Flow to SIMD Data-flow

Figure 1(a) provides an if-then-else conditional structure typical of an SPMD application. A
path corresponds to a sequence of instructions that execute under the same mask, and each path is
assigned a vector mask register. The example has four path mask registers named h0 to h3. As seen
in the figure, register r1 is set at the beginning of the code, and only overwritten by one side of
the branch (path h1) during divergence. When warp paths h1 and h2 re-converge at h3, register r1
must be merged to maintain a single register definition. Considering multiple threads per warp, it is
possible that both paths h1 and h2 may be traversed.
SIMT-X’s dynamic microarchitecture uses two micro-operations (µops) to manage paths: branch
µops (buops) to create divergent paths, and convergent µops (cuop) for re-convergent paths, which
will be further detailed in Section 3.5. The µops are injected dynamically into the pipeline by the
microarchitecture in order to compute the actual path masks at execute time, and perform state
bookkeeping at retirement time. This leverages the out-of-order engine ability to schedule these
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µops following actual data and control dependencies. Assume that architectural registers r0 to r3
are initially mapped to their respective physical registers p0 to p3 in the example.
The straightforward case displayed in Figure 1(b) demonstrates how µops are used to manage
paths, and how registers may be naively merged after every register write to maintain the single
register definition property. Such a naive approach serializes instructions according to write-afterread dependencies, as only one physical definition may represent an architectural register at a time,
thus serializing h1 and h2. This serialization defeats the purpose of register renaming and the dataflow execution sought by OoO SIMT.
Figure 1(c) presents the register renaming method employed by the SIMT-X microarchitecture.
In this example, register r1 is mapped to p4 on the “if” side of the branch (h1), and p1 on the “else”
side (h2). Thus multiple physical register definitions may be associated with a single architectural
register simultaneously. A technique implementing multiple register associations allows controlflow to be treated individually, while promoting dataflow for OoO SIMT execution. As seen in the
figure, register r1 is read when the paths re-converge, and hence it is only necessary that p1 and
p4 be merged at path h3 to maintain a single vector register definition, p6, based on the path mask
h1. The goal of SIMT-X is therefore to defer register merging only until necessary to reduce the
number of merges, where multiple physical definitions may be assigned per architectural register
simultaneously.
3.2. Implementing SIMT-X

Figure 2 presents the SIMT-X microarchitecture for OoO SIMT execution. The pipeline stages in
SIMT-X are similar to a conventional OoO Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) processor: schedule, instruction fetch and decode, rename, issue/dispatch, execute, writeback and commit. As seen
in the figure, the front-end consists of: 1) a Path Scheduling Table (PST) for scheduling warp paths,
2) a convergence detector to facilitate path re-convergence [Kalathingal et al. 2017], 3) a Pathtable
which tracks path masks as the paths diverge and re-converge, 4) a Divergence Predictor for speculating warp divergences, and 5) a Path-Identifying Register Alias Table (PIRAT) for orchestrating
SIMT-X renaming.
SIMT-X has the capability to execute both statically vectorized SIMD instructions generated by
the compiler, and instructions dynamically formed by the micro-architecture from scalar threads. To
satisfy simultaneous warp execution, the PIRAT, Pathtable, and PST are partitioned between warps,
where each warp may monitor its respective paths, and every pipeline stage operates on vector
instructions (i.e. vector of instruction instances). The scalar functional units are also replicated so
that SIMT-X’s backend may leverage both the scalarized functional units and general purpose SIMD
units for execution of implicitly vectorized instructions. The physical register file is shared between
all warps, and contains warp-sized vector registers. Each sub-file corresponds to a register context
for one scalar thread of a given warp. Micro-operations are generated dynamically by SIMT-X to
manage control-flow dependencies.
The following sections provide details pertaining to the microarchitectural features listed.
3.3. Tracking Paths

A conventional OoO processor maintains one speculative and one committed instruction stream
per thread. Such a core relies on sequential program ordering to recover from mis-speculation and
preserve a consistent architectural state. Considering the SIMT model, threads of a warp may converge and diverge, creating and traversing different paths (streams) of execution for a given application. As the case for certain GPUs, imposing an arbitrary serial ordering for all divergent branch
paths [Nickolls and Dally 2010] would make speculation difficult and recovery costly considering
a general-purpose OoO core. In contrast, the SIMT-X microarchitecture integrates dynamic mechanisms to independently track speculative and committed states for all concurrently executing paths,
while supporting a traditional software stack.
ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1, Publication date: January 2020.
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Fig. 2. SIMT-X Pipeline

Although threads within a warp are expected to have similar control-flow, they may still follow
different paths of execution during runtime. To keep track of divergent paths, SIMT-X integrates a
Pathtable that maintains all active paths for each warp, and their speculative or committed state.
An index into the Pathtable, or path ID, is assigned to each path as it is created in the microarchitecture through divergence or re-convergence. The path ID is used thereafter throughout the pipeline
to infer a path’s state by indexing into the Pathtable. The table allows paths to speculatively execute
their instructions, where the actual mask is resolved at execution. The pathtable allows SIMT-X to
easily invalidate and/or update warp threads without the need to buffer mask meta-data throughout
the pipeline.

3.4. Scheduling Paths

SIMT-X schedules active paths in the front-end using a Path Scheduling Table (PST). On account
that the Pathtable tracks path masks, the PST must only maintain path PCs and similar information
required for scheduling, such as call-return depth and barriers. Each entry in the PST may directly
infer its path’s state using its respective path ID.
The fetch steering policy used by SIMT-X’s scheduler is based on a revised heuristic of MinSPPC [Milanez et al. 2014]. MinSP-PC is a simple fetch policy used to obtain efficient lockstep execution between threads of a warp. The highest priority is given to the path with the deepest call
stack. If two paths possess the same minimum stack pointer, the minimum PC criteria is used. Thus
MinSP monitors call depth to promote re-convergence, while MinPC allows for fine-grained synchronization. Considering general-purpose parallel applications, it is possible that MinSP-PC may
cause livelocks [ElTantawy and Aamodt 2016]. Accordingly, a hybrid Round-Robin (RR) approach
was proposed by Kalathingal et al [Kalathingal et al. 2017] to guarantee forward progress, activated
periodically every (m + 1) × n cycles, where m is the number of threads/warp with a total of n warps.
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SIMT-X adopts this RR/MinSP-PC policy, applying a conventional RR algorithm for interleaving and scheduling individual warps. The original RR/MinSP-PC policy [Kalathingal et al. 2017]
however is used by the paths of a warp to guarantee forward progress and lockstep execution.
3.5. Control-flow micro-operations

Micro-operations (µops) generated by SIMT-X manage OoO SIMT dependencies by operating on
masks maintained by the Pathtable. The µops do not require alterations or extensions to the existing
ISA and maintain binary, compiler, and software compatibility. Rather, SIMT-X µops are generated
dynamically at the decode and rename stages of the pipeline. Dynamic generation takes advantage
of the fact most branches do not diverge to only compute predicate mask and merge vector registers
when necessary, saving execution resources.
SIMT-X employs three types of µops: 1) convergent µops (cuops) and 2) branch µops (buops)
which compute each path mask after convergence and divergence, respectively, and 3) merge µops
which perform register merging dynamically to preserve single register definitions. Fig. 1(c) provides an example of 1) a buop that computes the paths h2 and h1 from h0, and branch condition
(cond), 2) a cuop that computes path h3 from h2 and h1, and 3) a merge uop, merging the register
definitions p1 and p4 into p6 based on the mask h1.
3.5.1. Branch Divergence Micro-operations (buop). To prepare for the possibility of a divergent
path, a branch which is predicted divergent is transformed into a buop. A new path must be created
for the divergent path, where a new path ID is obtained and its respective entry allocated in the
Pathtable. A buop possesses two source operands 1) the previous path ID (hi ), and 2) the instruction’s branch condition, c, which are used to compute the path’s new mask (h j ). The previous path
operand is used to guarantee that the preceding path is valid prior to its execution, where c is used
to compute the new path mask. A buop computes the bitwise AND of the path mask and c, such
that h j ← hi ∧ c, where the alternate path (once resolved as divergent) may be computed as hk ←
hi ∧¬c
3.5.2. Convergence Micro-operations (cuop). SIMT-X conducts a convergence check in the frontend during the scheduling stage. If convergence is detected between two paths, a new path ID is
obtained and entry allocated in the Pathtable for the new re-convergent path. At this time, a Convergence Micro-operation (cuop) is also injected into the pipeline, taking the two path IDs as its source
operands (hi , h j ), and a new path ID (hk ) as its target operand. The cuop guarantees that the paths hi
and h j are valid prior to hk ’s validation. At execution time, the cuop merges the path masks using a
bitwise OR operation, such that hk ← hi ∨ h j .
3.5.3. Merge Micro-operations. Given that many active paths may traverse the pipeline concurrently with multiple architectural register definitions in-flight, their physical register mappings must
be merged (as required) to dynamically maintain the single-definition property for a given consumer
path. Merge µops allow SIMT-X to dynamically manage and defer merging only when necessary.
A merge uop possesses three source operands: the two register addresses to be merged (Ri and R j ),
and a corresponding path ID (hi ). A merge uop contains a target operand Rk representative of the
destination register which the source registers will move their content once all operands are valid.
Accordingly, a merge uop is computed as Rk ← (¬hi ∧ Ri ) ∨ (hi ∧ R j ).
In general, the merging of physical registers allows SIMT-X to maintain a manageable amount
of free physical registers for all warps, where threads of a warp may read and write to the same
physical registers with low hardware complexity and higher energy efficiency in comparison to other
systematically predicated approaches. Further details pertaining to SIMT-X’s renaming strategies
are provided in Section 3.8.
3.6. Convergence Detection

As previously mentioned, SIMT-X adopts path re-convergence detection using the RR/MinSP-PC
policy implemented by Kalathingal et al [Kalathingal et al. 2017], however with PST hardware for
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(c) Divergence prediction resolved as incorrect, actually uniform - execution proceeds
Fig. 3. Pathtable divergence example:

OoO SIMT applicability. Instruction PCs are speculated in the front-end based on branch history
and the first active scalar thread in a given path. These PCs are compared to other path PCs in the
PST, where a match indicates that the two paths may be merged and a cuop injected into the pipeline
as detailed in Section 3.5.2. A new path ID is obtained for the two re-convergent paths, where the
PST and Pathtable are updated accordingly. Since two active paths exist in the PST prior to the
convergence of hi and h j , one PST entry is overwritten with the new active convergent path hk , and
the alternate path is evicted.
3.7. Divergence and Branch Prediction

Divergence occurs when branch instructions are encountered, bringing forth the possibility of altering thread paths within a warp. The key idea of SIMT-X divergence and branch prediction is that
steering the front-end does not require knowledge of the vector of branch conditions for all threads.
Instead, it merely requires a single prediction for the whole warp to estimate which of three cases is
more likely: whether (1) all threads of the warp will take the branch, if (2) none of the threads will
take the branch, or if (3) the branch will diverge.
3.7.1. Pathtable and Divergence. Figure 3 illustrates SIMT-X’s Pathtable and PST functionality
during divergence prediction, corresponding to the example presented in Figure 1(a). In this example, path h0 is non-speculative (i.e. v = 1 in the Pathtable) and fully convergent. In the case of Figure
3(a), a branch is encountered on this path and predicted divergent, where the speculative path ID
h1 is allocated in the Pathtable. Since the precise set of threads that follow path h1 at divergence is
unknown at this time, the speculative mask of h1 is conservatively copied from h0. In order to steer
the front-end onto the new active path, h0’s entry in the PST is overwritten by the new path ID h1,
where h1 may be used by all subsequent warp instructions to reference their path state. A branch
micro-operation (buop) is also injected into the pipeline at this point, where the reference counter
for h0 is incremented as the buop has referenced the path.
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If the branch is resolved as divergent once executed (Figure 3(b)), a new Pathtable entry, h2, is
created for the alternate path while h1 and h2’s masks are updated to reflect the outcome of the
threads. A new PST entry is also allocated for h2 so that it may be scheduled in the front-end. Once
the buop is committed, both IDs are marked as valid, signifying a non-speculative path. The path h0
is then completely de-referenced by the paths, and may be safely evicted as subsequent instructions
rely on the new paths.
Accordingly, the renewal of a warp’s path during divergence prediction allows alternate paths
to be easily created while forgoing the need to adjust other paths. In the case that divergence was
mispredicted assuming correct branch prediction, a useless Pathtable entry was created as illustrated
in Figure 3(c). In this case, the divergence predictor’s misprediction is updated, where the path h1 is
still validated and h0 de-referenced once the uop commits. Therefore such a path renewal technique
avoids the need to flush the pipeline upon a misprediction, where execution may proceed.
In the case that multiple divergent and speculative paths exist in a given Pathtable, a free and
commit pointer are maintained to track younger path entries. Thus when a divergent path is resolved
and the mask is calculated, younger entries which conservatively copied their masks from the given
path may also invalidate their inactive thread lanes.
3.7.2. Handling Mispeculation & Exceptions. Based on SIMT-X’s implementation, it is safer to
predict that a path will be divergent rather than uniform. That is, if a branch is predicted divergent,
the path is renewed in the Pathtable to prepare for the new path. In the worst case, a useless entry was created for a uniform path incorrectly predicted as divergent. On the other hand, we find
that only 1.4% of branches diverge on average (protocol described in Section 4), so considering all
branches as divergent would cause too many bookkeeping operations. To accommodate these characteristics, SIMT-X integrates a global bi-modal divergence predictor biased towards divergence,
i.e. divergence is always predicted unless the predictor suggests that the branch is strongly uniform.
A summary of other branch/divergent prediction outcomes are provided below:

— Predicted divergent, actually uniform but incorrect branch direction - In this case, the path
mask created during divergence prediction is nullified in the Pathtable, and removed from the PST.
The front-end creates and fetches from the new correct path with the updated mask. Instructions
fetched previously on the wrong path eventually commit with the null mask, but do not affect the
architectural state of SIMT-X.
— Predicted non-divergent and correct, with correct branch direction - Execution proceeds as
normal.
— Predicted non-divergent and correct, but incorrect branch direction, OR predicted nondivergent and incorrect - As the case of a conventional OoO branch misprediciton, SIMT-X
must rollback to its checkpointed state prior to the offending branch and flush the pipeline.
Only a complete divergence misprediction or uniform branch misprediction therefore requires
SIMT-X to rollback to a given warp’s checkpointed stated prior to the offending branch. In order
to rollback considering both mispredictions and exceptions for a given warp, the PIRAT and PST
possess retirement copies. The Pathtable however does not require a retirement copy as it may
simply invalidate and nullify the path mask while draining the pipeline.
3.8. Register renaming

Monitoring warp states and paths in a pipeline is important to ensure single register definitions in
OoO SIMT. A Path-Identifying Register Alias Table (PIRAT) is used by SIMT-X to manage multiple physical register mappings, and associate each to their architectural definition. The PIRAT is
similar to a conventional Register Alias Table (RAT), however the structure allows multiple register
definitions to coexist simultaneously considering various control paths of coalesced SPMD threads.
Unlike prior work on multiple renaming [Wang et al. 2001], we chose to allow at most two
physical registers per architectural register. Although this two physical register assignment may
restrict out-of-order execution, it greatly simplifies OoO SIMT renaming, and limits the operand
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(c) Divergence at h3 scenario
Fig. 4. PIRAT renaming example

count within a uop. As demonstrated in the experimental results of Section 4, the PIRAT achieves
performance within 3.86% of a theoretical OoO SIMT model with cost free merging. Our experiments also demonstrate that restricting the PIRAT to two entries significantly reduces the number
of merge µops and yields higher IPC than a naive (RAT) approach. Since most read-after-write dependencies occur over short distances with no divergence/ re-convergence points between instructions[Prémillieu and Seznec 2012], the PIRAT is optimized both qualitatively and quantitatively for
OoO SIMT execution.
The two physical registers used by each PIRAT entry are referred to as Main and Leading Divergent (LDiv), as illustrated in Figure 4. To record individual thread mappings for a given architectural
register, the LDiv mapping is associated either with a mask (once the producer instruction has retired and the actual mask is known) or a path ID which references a given Pathtable entry (when
the producer is still in the pipeline with a speculative mask). The register’s mask is reflected in the
entry’s Mask/Tag (M/T) field mapping. The active bits in the mask represent the LDiv register’s latest physical mapping for the given threads, whereas the complementary threads are represented by
the Main register. Let the following terminology represent a PIRAT entry: (Pmain , Path, Pld ) where
Pmain is the Main register mapping, Path is the LDiv register’s Path ID (h) or Mask (m), and Pld is
the LDiv register mapping.
As discussed in Section 3.5, a path’s speculative mask, Wmask, in SIMT-X is constructed to be
equal or a superset of the actual mask. As convergence between paths is detected early in the frontend, only divergence can affect the execution mask after the instruction fetch stage. A path mask
may therefore only become less populated, that is, Wmask ⊇ ActualMask. This property is useful in
the case of source renaming: a physical vector register can be used as a source operand whenever its
valid lanes cover a superset of the instruction’s mask. For destination renaming, a stronger equality
property must be maintained such that Wmask = ActualMask. This equality property however can
only be guaranteed at the rename stage in the absence of warp divergence. When there is a possibility
for divergence, the PIRAT must preserve both the previous register mapping and its new definition.
3.8.1. PIRAT Renaming Rules. To simplify OoO SIMT renaming, the PIRAT’s main objective
is to dominate a consumer instruction’s path with a given physical register definition, such that all
threads within a warp may use the rename mapping represented by either the Main or the LDiv
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register definition. This condition guarantees that consumer instructions access a single physical
register for each source operand. Conversely, producer instructions may write to a single physical
register definition without depending on the previous architectural register mapping. Therefore if the
active threads within a warp do not fall directly into one register definition, the microarchitecture
performs dynamic bookeeping through register merging to maintain the single-definition property.
It is assumed that all architectural registers are initially mapped to their corresponding physical
(Main) register at startup. The following subsections specify the set of rules used by SIMT-X for
rename.
Reading and Renaming Source Operands. When a given architectural register’s PIRAT entry
consists solely of a Main register mapping, then all threads in the warp share the same physical-toarchitectural register mapping. In this case, the physical register specified in the Main field is used
to read a given warp’s source operand.
If the architectural source register’s PIRAT entry consists both of a Main and LDiv register mapping, then the microarchitecture must check which entry(ies) possess valid physical mappings for
the active path threads. The PIRAT’s last know mask, Register Mask (Rmask), represented either
as a path ID or mask in the M/T field, must be compared to the current path’s speculative mask
(Wmask):
— If Wmask ⊆ Rmask, the LDiv register entry is used for the source’s renaming.
— If Wmask ⊆ Rmask, the Main register entry is used for the source’s renaming.
— Else, the source operand is mapped to both the Main and LDiv physical registers. A new physical
register, Pφ must be obtained, and used as a target in the merge uop. The uop is injected into the
pipeline so that the two register definitions may be merged to Pφ , where the instruction’s source
operand is also renamed using Pφ .
When a merge uop is injected into the pipeline, the Main, LDiv, and newly allocated “merged”
register mappings are taken as operands, in addition to the path as discussed in Section 3.5.3. Let
the merged register be represented as Pφ , where a merge (φ ) uop is expressed as Pφ ← φ (Pmain , m,
Pld ) for a given (immediate) mask, or Pφ ← φ (Pmain , h, Pld ) in the case of a path ID. Pφ is then
mapped to the Main register, where the LDiv entry and path/mask in the Pathtable are updated in
the PIRAT such that φ (Pmain , h/m, Pld ) → (Pφ , -, -).
Renaming Destination Operands. If a given PIRAT entry for an architectural destination register
consists solely of a valid Main register during destination rename, then a free physical register
may be obtained from the freelist, Pdest , to rename the instruction and update the PIRAT’s LDiv
definition such that (Pmain , -, -) → (Pmain , h/m, Pdest ). If the PIRAT entry for the given architectural
destination register consists of both a Main and LDiv register, the M/T bit must be consulted to
determine whether the warp is currently traversing a speculative or committed path. If the PIRAT
entry for the rename register consists of Pmain , Pld , and a mask, i.e. (Pmain , m, Pld ), then:
— If no pending divergence exists and Wmask ⊇ m:
— The LDiv register Pld may be safely overwritten with the free physical register Pdest , such that
(Pmain , m, Pld ) → (Pmain , h, Pdest )
— If no pending divergence exists and Wmask ⊇ m:
— The content of Main is replaced with Pld , where LDiv is updated with Pdest to reflect the new
path, such that (Pmain , m, Pld ) → (Pld , h, Pdest )
— Else, there is a possibility that the result’s writeback overlaps with both Pmain and Pld , or that a
pending divergence exists. In this case:
— Registers Pmain and Pld must be merged. Two free registers, Pdest and P0dest are obtained from the
freelist, where a merge uop is also injected into the pipeline such that Pdest ← φ (Pmain , m, Pld ),
where m(h) ⊇ m
— The destination is renamed with P0dest where the PIRAT is updated as (Pmain , m, Pld ) →
(Pdest , h, P0dest ). Subsequent consumer instructions are renamed as P0dest .
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If the PIRAT entry for the given architectural destination register consists of a Main and LDiv
register mapping, and a path ID h, such that (Pmain , h, Pld ), the mask must be obtained from the
Pathtable using the path ID h, thereafter applying the same rules as the case of a mask.
An example of PIRAT renaming is give in Figure 4(a) and 4(b), with reference to the SPMD
application example provided in Figure 1(a) and 1(c). In this example, the path h1 renames r1 with
p4, where the PIRAT reflects this by updating the M/T field with path ID h1, and LDiv field with
the register p4. In this case, two physical mappings are associated with architectural register r1 as
shown in Figure 4(a). Each path may use their individual register definition for r1 simultaneously.
Similarly, path h2 renames the architectural register r2 to p5 which is updated in the PIRAT’s
LDiv entry to reflect the new physical mapping. r1 is required thereafter by h3 once h1 and h2 reconverge. Since h3’s definition for r1 is mapped to both the Main and LDiv definitions, the registers
must merge using a merge uop and a new register definition p6, which is updated in the Main field
as shown in Figure 4(b).
Figure 4(c) illustrates the example of Figure 1(c), however considering another divergence after
path h2; the PIRAT at h2 is therefore identical to that of Figure 4(a). In the case of divergence at h3,
the path inherits the mask of h1, where h3 contains the instruction sub r1 ← r1-1. During rename,
the PIRAT reflects r1’s source mapping as p4 such that h3 ⊇ h1. Since pending divergences exist
when renaming the destination register, two new registers (p6 and p7) are obtained from the freelist,
merging p1 and p4 to p6 such that p6 ← φ (p1, h1, p4), renaming the destination r1 with p7 for
sub p7 ← p4-1, resulting in the PIRAT of Figure 4(c).
3.8.2. Anticipating divergence at rename. To track speculative divergence, referred to as pending
divergences, SIMT-X employs a global divergence counter. When a divergence is predicted in the
front-end, the counter is incremented and a buop is injected into the pipeline. Likewise, when the
buop is committed, the counter is decremented. If the counter does not maintain a zero state, it may
be assumed that a pending divergence exists in the pipeline. Considering a divergence misprediction, the given branch may be transformed (into a buop or back to a branch) and the divergence
counter updated to reflect the correct outcome, proceeding thereafter in the pipeline until committed. The PIRAT uses this counter to maintain its renaming properties during speculative execution,
as discussed in Section 3.8.1 .
3.8.3. Pipelining & Physical Implementation. The PIRAT’s physical implementation for rename
is similar to a conventional pipelined RAT implementation, however it must also perform automatic merges for destination writes and source reads as required. Similar to a conventional rename
pipeline [Safi et al. 2011], once operands have been decoded, WAW and RAW hazards are detected
concurrently to source reads. In the next cycle, the PIRAT may update writes and reads according
to any RAW present, where merge uop generation is also handled. The PIRAT however must stall
in the case that multiple merges are generated for a given architectural entry, that is, if: 1) multiple
source and/or destination merges are required for a given architectural register of a given rename
block, or 2) a WAW requires both a merge and/or LDiv write(s) for the given architectural register.
In such cases, the PIRAT must serialize its merges to guarantee correct renaming for the architectural register, which is an intentional limitation to maintain low renaming complexity. Nonetheless,
results presented in Section 4 demonstrate that these cases occur infrequently and do not effect
performance as rename stalls are sufficiently concealed through pipeline buffering.
3.8.4. PIRAT Register Release. Similar to conventional OoO models, SIMT-X maintains a Commit PIRAT to release physical registers. In the classic renaming model, a physical register may not
be released until a subsequent instruction overwrites the given architectural register entry at commit.
SIMT-X follows similar rules, however considering the PIRAT’s structure and renaming process.
Only masks are placed in the Commit PIRAT as instructions are non-speculative, and retiring merge
µops release the register definitions as required.
Similar to the renaming procedure in the frontend, when an instruction which obtained a physical
register, Pdest , commits, if the Commit PIRAT for the given architectural register consists only of
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a Main register Pmain , Pdest may be placed in the LDiv field, such that (Pmain , -, -) → (Pmain ,m,
Pdest ). If both the Main and LDiv fields possess register mappings, subsequent instructions will
either 1) release the Main or LDiv’s physical register based on the non-speculative instruction and
register mask, or 2) release both registers in the case of a merge uop, such that (Pmain , m, Pld )→
(Pdest ,-, -). Similar to OoO processors, the Commit PIRAT is also used to establish checkpointing
for mispredictions and exceptions.
3.9. Supporting Vector-SIMD and Thread-SIMD Vectorized Instruction Execution

SIMT-X has the capability to execute both statically vectorized SIMD instructions generated by the
compiler, and the vector instructions implicitly formed by the micro-architecture. The instructions
vectorized across threads may execute on the vectorized ALU functional units and/or FP/SIMD
units whenever available.
To support both static vector instructions and thread warp execution on the SIMD units, SIMTX’s register file is banked using the free banking method employed by the DITVA architecture
[Kalathingal et al. 2017]. With the free banking method, a hash function (XOR) is used to establish
slice distribution across the lanes, providing a unique order per thread. That is, for a given thread i,
the lane j will be responsible for executing the thread i XOR j. Using this method, a given thread of
a warp will be allocated to the same bank, and will not depend on the register index.
For scalar instructions that SIMT-X vectorizes across threads, all lanes may be issued concurrently, each lane reading from an instance of the vector register file and writing back to another.
128bit SSE instructions are hashed so that lanes 0 and 2, or 1 and 3 may be executed in the same
cycle. Accordingly, depending on the warp mask which consists of two threads or less, the SSE
instruction may execute in a single clock cycle (i.e. a warp with mask 0101 or 1010), whereas warps
consisting of two or more active threads/warp may take up to two clock cycles to execute a group
of SSE instructions. Full 256bit AVX instructions are serialized in SIMT-X, one thread at a time,
similar to a conventional SMT processor. In this case, a vector instruction consisting of m threads is
serialized to issue with a maximum of m successive cycles on the pipelined functional units, where
inactive threads are skipped using time compaction.
3.10. Data Memory Accesses

Load and store based instructions require concurrent access to cache lines, where k threads/warp
may request up to k distinct cache lines and/or virtual pages simultaneously. Implementing a fully
multi-ported data cache and/or TLB to support these concurrent accesses is not feasible. For this
reason, SIMT-X employs a banked data cache. Banking in SIMT-X is performed at cache line granularity, where loads support concurrent access to different banks. The bank is selected from a hash
of the set number to reduce bank conflicts, considering a virtually indexed L1 cache. As illustrated
in [Kalathingal et al. 2017], this technique sufficiently reduces data access alignment conflicts for
thread stack bottoms on page boundaries.
Similar to conventional SMT OoO cores, SIMT-X uses a Load Store Queue (LSQ) to manage
cache misses. All scalar threads monitor the load-store queue to observe total store ordering consistency. Threads of a warp which access the same element in regular memory operations only make
a single cache request to effectively reduce the number of loads and stores required. Threads which
experience atomic memory operation conflicts spanning several cycles must be stalled and buffered
in the pipeline until resolved. As demonstrated in [Kalathingal et al. 2017], a 64-entry split TLB
with four lanes provides the same performance as a 256-entry unified multi-ported TLB using a
similar SIMT model. SIMT-X with k threads/warp follows this approach by replacing the SMT
TLB with k smaller independent single-ported data TLBs.
4. EVALUATION

We model SIMT-X using an in-house trace-driven x86 64 simulator. The Pin Tool [Luk et al. 2005]
was used to record execution traces for each thread of a SPMD application. Traces are consumed
by the simulator simultaneously, where instructions are scheduled according to specifications of
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the SIMT-X microarchitecture and its fetch policy. All calls to synchronization primitives such as
barriers are maintained in the simulator to guarantee valid scheduling and replay order. Simulation
is therefore execution-driven for synchronization based instructions, and trace-driven for all other
instructions.
Table I. Simulator Specifications
Parameter
Scheduling, Predictors

Fetch & Decode
Memory

Rename
Issue/Dispatch
Functional Units

Commit

Specifications
RR warp/cycle with RR/MinSP-PC
64-Kbit TAGE [Seznec 2011] branch predictor+BTB
2b Bi-modal divergence predictor for SIMT-X
4 instructions/cycle, 64-entry buffer
L1 data cache: 32KB 16-way LRU, 2 cc
L2 cache: 4MB LRU, 15 cycles, 64-entry TLB
L2 miss: 215 cycles, 114 entry LSQ, 2 GB/s/core
4 instructions/cycle, 168 int and FP physical
registers (x86 64), 2-entry PIRAT
4 instructions/cycle, 60-entry queue
1 256b ld/str, 1 branch, 1 mul/div,
4 x 64b ALUs, 2 x 256b AVX/FPUs,
Vectorized FUs replicated 64b x k threads
per warp, except AVX where insts serialized
192-entry ROB, retires 4 instructions/cycle

Table I lists simulation parameters for SIMT-X (based on recent Intel/x86 64 processors) which
are used for 4-, 8- and 16-Thread processor configurations represented as Warps(W)xThreads(T)
in the figures. Two warp configurations are used during testing, varying the number of threads per
warp. An in-order SIMT simulator based on the Dynamic Inter-Thread Vectorization Architecture
(DITVA) [Kalathingal et al. 2017] microarchitecture was also used for comparison, maintaining
the same applicable parameters as listed in Table I with binary compatibility. Although all microarchitectures are considered as a single core in this study, we simulate the benchmarks using a
throughput-limited DRAM memory of 2GB/s bandwidth per core to account for multi-core limitations.
SIMT-X is evaluated using SPMD benchmarks from the PARSEC [Bienia et al. 2008] and Rodinia [Che et al. 2009] suites. All applications have been parallelized with the pthread or OpenMP
versions of the benchmark, and AVX vectorization enabled. The following bechmarks are used
during experimental evaluation with the simsmall input set: backprop, barnes, bfs, blackscholes, fft,
fluidanmate, fmm, hotspot, kmeans, lavamd, pathfinder, radix, srad, streamcluster, and volrend.
4.1. SIMT-X performance

As SIMT-X combines out-of-order and SIMT execution for a general-purpose ISA, we compare it
to the two closest design points: an OoO SMT core supporting explicit SIMD instructions (AVX and
SSE) which treats all concurrent threads individually, and an in-order general-purpose SIMT core
from the literature, DITVA [Kalathingal et al. 2017]. All three architectures run the same x86-64
executables.
Figure 5 presents the performance for OoO SMT, DITVA and SIMT-X, with geometric means
provided in the last columns. Figure 6 illustrates the average thread occupancy per warp for the
same SIMT-X and DITVA models. As seen in Figure 5, SIMT-X provides IPC gains over DITVA
across majority of configurations, with 20.0% performance improvement for the 2Wx2T OoO configuration vs in-order, 35.8% for 2Wx4T, and 23.7% for 2Wx8T models. Similarly, Figure 6 demonstrates the potential for dynamic thread vectorization across majority of the SPMD applications, and
its clear advantage over conventional SMT models to improve performance. IPC gains are observed
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Fig. 5. Performance of OoO SIMT-X and in-order DITVA relative to OoO SMT baseline
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Fig. 6. Average Thread Occupancy per Warp, OoO SIMT-X and in-order DITVA

for OoO SIMT for similar reasons to that of traditional OoO architectures: dynamic instruction execution based on data dependencies and better latency tolerance, versus the strict program ordering
of in-order execution.
The benchmarks blackscholes and stream provided the best performance for SIMT-X due to
higher ILP and latency tolerance exploited through OoO execution. 2Wx8T demonstrated the best
results for these benchmarks as substantial ILP was coupled with higher thread occupancy per warp.
Fmm, lavamd, pathfinder, and volrend demonstrated higher performance for 2Wx2T and 2Wx4T
SIMT-X models, thereafter plateauing for 2Wx8T. For fmm and lavamd, the 2Wx2T OoO model
generally displayed the best outcomes as the microarchitectural overhead for divergent behaviour
was minimal for two threaded warps. Conversely, Srad and fft possessed generally low inherent
ILP, and when paired with slightly better thread occupancy, as seen in Figure 6, in-order SIMT provided favourable results. In the case of Barnes, lower thread occupancy per warp was observed (1.04
threads per warp) which was fairly on par with SMT. Consequently, lower thread level parallelism
limited the performance advantage of 2-warp SIMT-X and displayed similar results to an OoO SMT
with 4 independent threads, however with an improvement over in-order DITVA.
Bfs was an exceptional case that demonstrated better performance with in-order SIMT. Bfs’ critical path consisted of a set of nested branches and conditional statements, all relying on a series of
memory accesses. As discussed in the work of McFarlin et al [McFarlin et al. 2013], OoO and inorder models exhibit varying execution schedules when cache misses or branch mispredictions are
encountered. Accordingly, SIMT-X experienced a higher branch misprediction rate on the critical
path in comparison to DITVA, negatively affecting cache locality and memory accesses. For this
reason, DITVA was able to achieve better performance with in-order execution.
Much like OoO SMT processors, less performance benefits exist for SIMT-X as threads scale
to 16T. As described by Hily and Seznec [Hily and Seznec 1999], throughput of an in-order SMT
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core approaches that of an OoO equivalent as threads scale. Although OoO hardware enables early
issue, a significant fraction of the instructions are only ready for issue once all false dependencies
have resolved, thus issuing in-order as threads scale [Sleiman and Wenisch 2016]. Consequently,
when testing for the case of 4Tx4W (not shown here), performance degradation for SIMT-X (14% vs DITVA) became evident as instruction flow transitioned into a rather in-order state, and the
microarchitecture incurred the overhead associated with OoO SIMT.
Overall, the results and geometric means presented in Figure 5 demonstrate that OoO SIMT
execution enables similar or better performance to traditional in-order SIMT with fewer threads
per core. For instance, the 4T OoO SIMT configuration, 2Wx2T, achieves better performance on
average than 2Wx4T in-order SIMT, and similarly for 2Wx4T OoO SIMT in comparison to 2Wx8T
in-order. Although performance plateaus toward 16T, SIMT-X’s 2Wx4T configuration is able to
achieve the performance of 2Wx8T in-order SIMT.
4.2. Single-thread Performance

As the purpose of SIMT-X is to bridge the latency-throughput gap, Figure 7 presents the performance of OoO SIMT-X and in-order DITVA for the serial versions of the same benchmarks. As
seen in the figure, SIMT-X successfully provides higher single-thread performance in comparison
to DITVA, with a geometric improvement of 1.5× across all benchmarks.
A significant single-thread performance gain is observed for blackscholes, lavamd, stream, and
volrend as the benchmarks possess higher inherent ILP, and benefit from memory latency tolerance.
As previously discussed, fft and srad possessed lower ILP and thus has limited OoO execution
benefits, whereas bfs was marginal due to restrained memory-bandwidth.
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Fig. 7. Single-thread performance of OoO SIMT-X and in-order DITVA

SIMT-X performance on single-thread workload is virtually identical to an equivalentlyconfigured superscalar core, as the PIRAT holds a single physical mapping per architectural register,
and no extra µops are emitted. In general, as the divergence predictor quickly trains for single-thread
performance, SIMT-X’s front-end logic avoids uop generation and transitions into the role of a conventional OoO processor (PIRAT transforming into a RAT) to improve latency-critical sections of
SPMD applications. On heterogeneous multi-thread workloads, SIMT-X can run a single thread per
warp to behave as a conventional SMT core.
4.3. PIRAT vs. naive rename

This section provides a comparison of renaming and merging strategies for OoO SIMT. Specifically,
the PIRAT implementation of SIMT-X is compared to: 1) a “RAT” implementation signifying the
naive register renaming method presented in Section 3.1, and 2) a “Free merge” representation of
SIMT-X which performs cost-free merges, avoiding rename stalling, and any performance loss due
to merge-uop injection within the pipeline (elimination of reservation station, functional unit and
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ROB occupancy effects). As >2 merges are generated infrequently per rename block (˜0.238%),
“Free merge” presents a close approximation to cost-free merging.
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison for renaming methods of 2W×4T SIMT-X

Merge ops/1000 insns

Figure 8 presents the speedup for the 2Wx4T SIMT-X over the in-order SIMT architecture
DITVA, for the renaming strategies listed. Similarly, Figure 9 outlines the frequency of merges
required per 1K instructions for both the naive and PIRAT implementations of SIMT-X.
Figure 8 illustrates the advantage of PIRAT renaming over the RAT, providing a 10.31% speedup.
As previously discussed in Section 3.1, the naive register merging approach serializes the rename
stage, where a significant amount of merge µops (a geometric mean of 4.21× more merges, as seen
in Figure 9) are required for processing in comparison to the PIRAT implementation. Nevertheless,
the RAT implementation of an 8T SIMT-X provided an average speedup of approximately 23.1%
over in-order SIMT, with exceptional in-order cases as discussed in the previous subsection. Figure
8 also outlines that the PIRAT performance is within 3.86% of a theoretical “free merge”, cost-less
merging SIMT-X microarchitecture. Therefore, although SIMT-X implements a restricted form of
OoO execution, results suggest that a two-entry PIRAT is both a sufficient and efficient approach to
renaming in the OoO SIMT context.
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Fig. 9. RAT vs PIRAT merge operation frequency for 2W×4T SIMT-X

In the case of pathfinder and kmeans, the free merge approach contributed to a significant amount
of rename stalls (approximately 3.5x more) generated by the lack of physical registers, where PIRAT
renaming provided better performance. Although the PIRAT may require WAW and/or >1 merge
per architectural register stalls, these cases remain negligible (roughly 3.77% of all PIRAT accesses)
and have a minor effect on performance due to pipeline buffering.
The main reason why so few merge operations are actually needed is that the vast majority of
branches do not diverge. The ratio of divergent branches ranges from 0.003% (radix) to 6.7% (srad),
with an average of 1.4%. The performance results presented in these sections provide motivation
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for OoO SIMT integration within heterogeneous systems: better latency and throughput may be
supported on a core when directly compared to in-order SIMT, while avoiding common issues of
data offloading, communication overhead, and programmability. Thus SIMT-X successfully closes
in on the latency-throughput gap with a manageable amount of threads per core.
4.4. Performance scaling with physical registers

Maintaining up to two concurrent physical register mappings per architectural register may increase
pressure on the physical register file. The results presented in the previous sections implement
SIMT-X with a 168 physical register pool for renaming (Table I), as the case of many commercial
x86 64 processors. Figure 10 examines SIMT-X’s performance by scaling the number of physical
registers from 80 registers to 512 to evaluate the sensibility to register file size, considering a 2Wx4T
SIMT-X.
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Fig. 10. Performance scaling with physical register count for 2W×4T SIMT-X

As seen throughout the figure, most benchmarks can tolerate a reduced register file size. For the
memory-bound benchmarks such as backprop and bfs, performance shows no sensible variation after 100 registers. There are certain cases however such as blackscholes, pathfinder, and stream where
performance loss is exhibited due to more PIRAT/WAW induced stalls. Overall, results demonstrate
that the standard 168 physical register baseline for x86 64 is efficient for SIMT-X performance.
4.5. Area and energy

Compared to the baseline 4-thread SMT core, 2W × 4T SIMT-X widens scalar execution units and
physical register files, banks the L1 data cache, and has all threads monitoring the load-store queue.
It also adds 8x84-bit PST, 16x9-bit Pathtable, 32x2-bit divergence predictor, and the 128x8-bit RATs
become 64x21-bit PIRATs. We modelled these changes using the McPAT power estimation tool [Li
et al. 2009] to analyze the overhead of additional hardware structures required in the pipeline. We
consider the 45nm technology node.
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Fig. 11. Energy for 2W×4T SIMT-X relative to 4T SMT
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Using McPat, the SIMT-X processor area and peak power respectively increase by 7% and 16%,
mostly due to the larger FP-SIMD register file and load-store unit. Figure 11 presents the energy of
SIMT-X execution relative to the OoO SMT baseline. The reduction in dynamic instruction count
and overall speedup largely offset the overhead to yield a mean 22% energy reduction.
5. RELATED WORK

Multiple other research efforts have sought to generalize the SIMT execution model for generalpurpose multi-thread workloads. Minimal Multi-Threading (MMT) is an OoO SMT model that
synchronizes application threads to avoid redundant instruction fetch and decode in the front-end
[Long et al. 2010]. Instructions execute as one in the backend if threads possess the same data,
otherwise the instruction is disassembled and treated as independent scalar instructions. SIMT-X
always preserves vector instructions throughout the pipeline, taking advantage of SIMD execution
units.
Independent thread scheduling, as implemented in the Nvidia Volta and Turing GPUs, addresses
some of the issues of compiler-based vectorization by allowing fine-grained synchronization between threads in a warp [ElTantawy and Aamodt 2016; NVIDIA 2017]. The flexibility comes at the
cost of limiting opportunities for the compiler to avoid false dependencies by zeroing-out unused
vector lanes, as in explicit SIMD instruction sets like AVX-512. Previously proposed extensions
to the SIMT model also execute instructions in-order: Execution Drafting [Mckeown et al. 2014]
synchronizes multi-threaded applications running identical code using an in-order core, where lockstep execution is allowed at arbitrary addresses. DITVA [Kalathingal et al. 2017] extends upon an
in-order SMT to dynamically vectorize SPMD binaries for SIMT-like execution. Loop-Task Accelerators [Kim et al. 2017] are closely-coupled accelerators that compromise between spatial and
temporal decoupling. SIMT-X addresses various SIMT issues using an OoO model and supporting
a traditional software stack.
Compilers have been proposed to target CPU SIMD instruction sets from C languages with
SPMD constructs [Pharr and Mark 2012; Karrenberg and Hack 2011]. They support control divergence by statically emitting code that performs lane masking. Although recent instruction sets
like AVX-512 offer masked instructions for this purpose, OoO microarchitectures that implement
these instruction sets still face the challenge of partial dependencies that we present in Section 2.3.
Conversely, SIMT-X addresses the partial dependency problem and supports SPMD applications
without special compilers, language extensions, where transformations of control-flow, vectorization, and register definitions are handled by the microarchitecture.
The augmented RAT renaming mechanism used by Wang et al. [Wang et al. 2001] for predicated OoO execution is closest to the PIRAT, but only considers scalar code. The augmented RAT
stores up to four physical register definitions per architectural register, and their physical identifiers. A merge is requested when two or more slots have been occupied after predication resolution.
SIMT-X’s PIRAT deliberately limits renaming to two physical registers per architectural register
for vector-like execution, while deferring merging only until necessary, enabling a much simpler
implementation that still captures most of the benefits of OoO execution.
OoO vector architectures, introduced in the 1990s [Espasa et al. 1997], have demonstrated that
performance may be greatly improved when compared to in-order counterparts. These machines
consider contiguous wide vectors and custom vector instruction sets. However, support for today’s
irregular parallel application makes vector masking support a necessity. As discussed in Section
2.3, such masked instructions cause implicit dependencies with older register definitions, incurring
high performance penalties [Intel Corporation 2017]. SIMT-X’s micro-architecture avoids the vast
majority of artificial dependencies induced by register merging through dynamic masking logic,
supporting ISA extensions and dynamically vectorizing instructions for OoO SIMT execution.
Finally, another approach to vectorization is speculative vectorization from serial code.
Microarchitecture-level implementations of speculative vectorization let independent instructions
from multiple iterations of a loop execute as a single vector and commit as scalar instructions in
program order [Vajapeyam et al. 1999; Pajuelo et al. 2002]. Microarchitecture mechanisms to deACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1, Publication date: January 2020.
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tect and preserve control-flow independent instructions have been proposed [Pajuelo et al. 2005].
However, we are not aware of any equivalent to the data merging after control-flow reconvergence
mechanism of SIMT-X in that context. The ARM SVE instruction set offers architectural support
for speculative vectorization [Stephens et al. 2017]. As it relies on masked instructions, it faces the
challenges exposed in Section 2.3 with respect to partial dependencies.
6. CONCLUSION

Heterogeneous architectures consist of CPUs which execute latency-critical application phases, and
GPUs which are used for throughput-oriented execution. These architectures often incur communication and synchronization overhead, programmability issues, and insufficient GPU single-thread
performance. This work proposed a general purpose OoO SIMT microarchitecture, referred to as
SIMT Express (SIMT-X), to bridge the latency/throughput gap on a single core.
SIMT-X applies a multi-threaded OoO pipeline to the SIMT model, vectorizing the front-end and
leveraging existing SIMD units in the backend for warp-like execution. The SIMT-X microarchitecture presented in this work provides a solution for dynamically managing concurrent paths/warps in
an OoO SIMT context, while handling partial dependency issues using a PIRAT. Although SIMT-X
implements a restricted form of OoO SIMT, results demonstrate that the simplified microarchitecture successfully captures majority of the benefits of OoO execution while maintaining full binary
compatibility with general-purpose ISAs.
Experimental results display that SIMT-X provides better throughput performance than a conventional in-order SIMT for up to 16 threads per core. The 2Wx4T SIMT-X configuration was the
most cost-effective design, yielding higher performance than in-order SIMT equivalents, and providing comparable performance with 16T in-order models. On average, the 2Wx4T provided 35.8%
higher IPC than in-order SIMT and 1.5x better single-thread latency. SIMT-X therefore provides
strong motivation for considering OoO SIMT integration within heterogeneous multi-core systems,
bridging the throughput- and latency gap on a single core.
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